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The annual Archery Trade
Association, (ATA), show is the
largest concentration of

archery equipment assembled in one
location at one time in the world and
it is without doubt a major highlight
for many within the archery industry.
It attracts well established major man-
ufacturers and distributors as well as
those young entrepreneurs with a
dream of building a better archery
“mousetrap.”  

In addition to its many exhibits
the show also offers seminars, press
conferences, special promotions, new
product displays, a demonstration
area, dealer forums and social oppor-
tunities. It’s the perfect place to learn
about all the equipment available for
the sports of archery and bowhunting
as well as gather tips and information
on running a more profitable retail
business. However with all the show
has to offer and the abundance of
information available the one thing
that is definitely in short supply is
time. 

I remember well my first show. I
was so overwhelmed with the size of
the show and the variety of equip-
ment that at the end of the first day I
had only covered two aisles. I stopped
at every booth and looked at every-
thing. I was like a kid in a candy store.
No big deal I thought, after all I’ve got
three full days. Wrong!  The last day
found me literally running trying to
cover the rest of the show. I had made
a mistake often associated with first
time attendees, the lack of a plan. 

The ATA Trade Show is a wonder-
ful opportunity to get off to a solid
start for the coming business year. But
to gain the most from the show either
as a first time or as an experienced
attendee it is important to make the
best use of your time and to do that
you need a plan. Let’s take a look at
some simple suggestions that can
help you make the most of your time
and get the maximum benefit from
the show. 

SHOW TOOL KIT
In many ways attending a trade

show is not much different than doing
a home improvement project. Having
the right tools and materials on hand
allows you to do a better job quicker.
Although “show tool kits” will vary for
each individual the following are
some items that you might want to

consider when you hit
the show floor. 

Product literature
is important when try-
ing to keep track of cur-
rent models, product
changes or when
reviewing new prod-
ucts for ordering at a
later time. There is an
abundance of informa-
tional literature at the
show and while collect-
ing that literature is not
a problem carrying it
comfortably and keep-

ing it organized can be. 
Plastic tote bags are

normally available from

various exhibitors in which you can
carry your treasures, however there
are better solutions. A heavy duty
shoulder bag with several compart-
ments allows you to carry your litera-
ture and samples while keeping your
hands free to better inspect available
products, make notes etc. However
during the course of the day that bag
will get heavy and the constant load
on your shoulder can be very tiring.

Another alternative is a small
lightweight folding wheeled luggage
carrier onto which a briefcase, a card-
board box or plastic crate can be
mounted. These are easy to maneuver
through the crowd and can hold an
entire day’s collection of material. I
met one gentleman that used such a
system and at the end of the show he
simply taped the box shut, addressed
it to his shop and made arrangements
at the hotel to have it shipped, elimi-
nating the hassle of carrying it home
on the plane. 

Personally I prefer one of the
small carry on pieces of luggage that
have a built in set of wheels and a pull
out handle. These are large enough for
all the literature you might collect
with room for some other items that
you will find convenient to have on
hand. A micro stapler is handy to
attach associated business cards,
price sheets and literature together at
the time of contact. This eliminates
the after show frustration of trying to
match cards and literature that have a
nasty habit of getting separated.        

Several pens, different colored
highlighters, a small magnifying glass
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A shoulder bag will keep you hands free but you still wind
up carrying the weight. Roll behind containers come in a
variety of styles and sizes and make keeping all your gear
together easier and much less tiring.
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and a small notebook make an easy
job of recording any appropriate
notations. A compact digital camera
can provide a great visual record of
important items you wish to record in
greater detail or to share with others
back in your shop. In my case I add a
bottle of water, a few granola bars, a
roll of mints, aspirins and a stack of
personal business cards to the above
and I’m ready for just about anything
that can come up during the course of
the day. 

COMMON SENSE
While there is no official dress

code for the show some common
sense will make the day a lot more
pleasurable. Being on your feet for the
better part of three days is not easy
and can be a real grind. Dress in com-
fortable clothes and shoes and check
your coat at the show entrance to
reduce toting unnecessary weight all
day. Although there is a lot to see and
you want to make the maximum use
of your time take an occasional short
break and sit down when possible.
Remember to pace yourself as it is
going to be a long three days. If you
are bringing your better half with you
make her aware of the rigors the show
will present and make absolutely sure
she chooses her footwear based on
comfort and not style. Nothing can
cut your show shorter and grind on
your nerves more then a trip back to
the hotel so she can get her other
shoes.     

PRE-SHOW HOMEWORK
Just like a coach needs to have a

game plan it is important to develop a
game plan for the show. First make a
list of the manufacturers and or prod-
ucts you want to see. Second prioritize
that list. Who must you see and who
would you like to see if time permits?
The manufacturers on this list will

most likely come from two sources,
the manufacturers that produce the
bulk of the items you sell and some
making new items you wish to
inspect, review or possibly add to your
inventory.

Take the time before coming to
the show to review your last year’s
sales figures so you can best take
advantage of any early order opportu-
nities at the show. It’s heartbreaking to
find out you ordered 40 sights at a dis-
count price at the show, thinking you
saved a pile of money, only to come
home and find out you sold 80 sights
of that same model last year and
could have placed a larger order.

ArrowTrade’s Show Guide is
bound within this December issue
and is a great tool for seeing what’s
new from current suppliers and iden-
tifying other companies you may
want to visit. You can print out a list of
show exhibitors and a floor map from
the official ATA web site, or pick up a
copy of the ATA Show Guide once you
arrive in Indianapolis. Taking a few
minutes to locate the booths on your
must-see list will cut down the time
you spend searching for them at the
show. I color code all the booths I
intend to visit on the map so when I
am in any specific aisle I can see at a
glance where I want to stop. In my
case it might just be age but they seem
to be making the printing on those
maps smaller each year. That’s where
the small magnifying glass I men-
tioned earlier comes into play. I use it
to quickly identify my intended points
of interest. 

If you are attending the show with
others from your shop consider divid-
ing up the assignments the first day.
There is no sense in everyone looking
at the same thing at the same time. By
dividing up the responsibilities the
first day you can cover more ground
and then compare notes and review

the literature or samples gathered in
the evening. This normally allows for
the elimination of some items while
the entire group may want to review
some others together. 

SUMMARY
If there is only one point I would

like to stress based on my show expe-
rience it is; do not waste time. If the
person you want to see at a particular
booth appears tied up with other
dealers do not wait. Move on to the
next booth and stop back at a better
time. If you have a select number of
must see manufacturers consider
contacting them before the show to
see if you can set up an appointment
at a specific time.

If you do your scheduling correct-
ly and develop a good game plan you
should have the better part of the
third day to just cruise the show look-
ing for some hot new items or check-
ing out the new products section.
Now you can kick back a little and do
some visiting. 

Remember the clock is constant-
ly ticking and the three days of the
show will come and go in the blink of
an eye. Don’t get caught up in shoot-
ing the breeze and talking about this
year’s big buck during the first two
days of the show. Time is money but
more important it’s your time and
your money. 

Good luck and see you at the ATA
Show. But remember if you see me
and I don’t stop to visit the first two
days, don’t take it personally, I’ve got
to keep moving.

Editor’s Note: In addition to his
writing duties, John Kasun is an out-
door seminar speaker and a business

consultant with
experience in
corporations
large and small.
He can be
reached at 126
Hickory Lane,
Duncansville,
PA 16635, or by
phone at (814)
695-5784. 

(LEFT) Trade shows offer opportunities to
hone up your business skills and learn
more about buying groups.

(RIGHT) Volume buys, dating programs
and special discounts on specific products
and shipping abound at the ATA Show and
distributor shows. However in order to
take the best advantage of these specials
you need to review last year’s sales
records to know your anticipated needs.
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